Cyber Security & Privacy Services

A Unique Partnership
IR Global has partnered
exclusively with eosedge Legal
to provide our members with
a full spectrum of services to
prevent, detect and respond to
cyberattacks.

Now available: CyberGaps™
Make sure you start prioritizing your cyber risk management with efficacy-based knowledge provided by
eosedge Legal.

eosedge Legal and its partners in eosCyber™ Alliance offer
full-scope cyber security and privacy services including education and boardroom advisory, risk and controls assessments, vulnerability assessments, penetration testing, threat
intelligence, application security, incident investigation and
breach coaching.
eosedge Legal is an advisory firm dedicated to reducing
cyber risk and understands the cybersecurity and privacy
needs of the professional services community. We help you
comply with cybersecurity requirements and best practices,
increase your resilience to cyberattacks and achieve an
overall reduced risk profile.
Our experienced consultants have backgrounds in operational security and cyber operations. They coach you to ensure that your firm’s due diligence obligations are met and
that commercially reasonable cybersecurity measures are
instituted. And critically, law firm-based cyber risk coaching
affords confidentiality, so that there is protection from any
critical second-guessing from any third parties or unanticipated situations.

The countdown to GDPR...
GDPR compliance comes into effect on May 25th 2018 and our experienced partners at eosedge Legal have an
array of products that will help you become compliant. For more information please email rachel@irglobal.com.

For further information, please contact

Rachel Finch: rachel@irglobal.com
Channel Sales Manager
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Why are Professional Services Firms at Risk?
Smaller practices might assume they are too small to be of interest to cyber criminals. Nothing could be farther from the truth.
Lawyers, investment advisors, financial planners, tax consultants, and broker-dealers are particularly vulnerable. They are the
aggregators of sensitive client data and often lack the knowledge of how to protect this data. This makes them easy targets
for cyber criminals.
Cyber criminals know that advisory firms rely on trust to maintain their client base, built up over years of hard work and some
exploit this need for trust to extort their victims by mounting “ransomware” or “denial of service” attacks.

INCREASED RISK EXPOSURES FROM GDPR:

WHERE DO YOU STAND?

In addition to having to address cyber threats, the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) imposes a
substantial compliance regime for both privacy and security.
Professional services firms must understand their role as
both data controller and processor under GDPR. Practice
areas such as criminal law or healthcare may require additional protections beyond the usual privacy notices, consent processing and data subject access requests. Using
CyberGaps™ and our GDPR offerings, we help IR Global
members reduce cyber risk and become GDPR compliant.

To provide members with a rapid assessment of their cyber
security and privacy posture, eosedge Legal has designed
a concise and effective cyber assessment specifically for
professional service firms called CyberGaps™. Using mathematical effectiveness scoring, CyberGaps™ identifies and
prioritizes risk reduction decisions that are reasonable and
defensible. It is a way to demonstrate that you are taking
competent and reasonable measures to safeguard your
firm’s and your clients’ data. It allows you to gain situational
awareness, pinpoint high-risk areas, assess your preparedness, identify gaps in your defence, plan counter-measures
and prioritize your security investments.

THE ASSESSMENT CONSISTS OF THREE
QUESTIONNAIRES:

eosedge Legal consultants work with you and your IT Providers to complete the questionnaires, evaluate the results
and establish a plan to address gaps.

1. To assess your inherent cyber risk
2. To assess the maturity of your cyber defences
3. To assess your compliance with GDPR (optional)

Assistance can be provided remotely (five 60 to 90 minute conference calls) or on-site (one day). The results can
be protected from future litigation under eosedge Legal’s
“cloaking” option. Including planning and reporting the
entire process takes several weeks. CyberGaps™ assessments start at $5,500 depending on the number of employees your firm has. The GDPR and cloaking options cost an
additional $1,500 each.

Free 30 minute consultation for IR Members
To help our members evaluate the concise cyber audit, eosedge Legal is happy to provide a free 30 minute consultation by phone. This discussion can help you determine how the cyber audit can be used to reduce your exposure.

For further information, please contact

Rachel Finch: rachel@irglobal.com
Channel Sales Manager

